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"Rule No.1: Never lose money.
Rule No.2: Never forget rule No.1."

– Warren Buffett

Risk is a factor in any investment decision that you 
make. Your tolerance for risk is something that you will 
want to consider when you make decisions alongside 
your trusted financial professional. Your risk tolerance 
is balanced against your time horizon, meaning the 
time between now and your anticipated retirement 
date.
 
But is it possible to avoid a loss? No, not completely, but 
you can take steps to manage that risk when investing. 
This is where conversations about your risk tolerance 
are critical.
 
What would you rather have, $500 right now or a 50% 
chance at $2,000? Many people go for the $2,000 and 
rightfully so. Since you have a 50/50 chance, a decision 
tree shows the $2,000 answer carries a potential value 
of $1,000.
 
But let’s add a few zeros and see if that changes your 
perspective.
 
What would you rather have, $50,000 right now or a 
50% chance at $200,000? The decision tree says the 
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The Journey
Can you believe we are officially in the last couple 
months of THIS decade? I’ve been reflecting a lot on 
the past 10 years and how far Bridger has come in a 
relatively short period of time. I’m thankful for the 
lessons I’ve learned and look forward to what’s in 
store for the future.

I am very excited about the goals we have for 2020 
and I want to let you in on a little secret... Bridger 
is  growing! We’ve set some BIG goals around this. If 
you know of any advisors that are looking for a change 
as they head into the next decade, make sure to tell 
them about us!

From all of us at Bridger Financial 
Group, we wish you a happy, 
healthy and prosperous end to 
2019.  If you need any help to 
plan YOUR big goals for 2020, 
please let us know.
 
Here’s to another great 10 years!
 
All my best,
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Market Environment
Investors this quarter were faced with navigating the cross-
currents of easier monetary policy, slowing growth, rising core 
inflation and on-again, off-again trade tensions with China. In 
this environment, bonds outperformed stocks for the quarter 
as interest rates fell globally. Given falling interest rates, both 
stocks and bonds have performed well year-to-date1, present-
ing investors an atypical investing environment.

Unconventional monetary policy in Europe and Japan has led 
to a peak of $17 trillion of global debt trading with a negative 
yield2. Negative rates have weakened foreign currency and led 
to a US-dollar rally. Negative yields abroad are partly to blame 
for the inverted yield curve in the U.S. and provide support for 
stocks globally.

Despite a barrage of news articles about the inverted yield 
curve, record amounts of US corporate debt3, an impeachment 
inquiry and trade tensions, leading economic indicators and cy-
clical sectors for the US economy are generally healthy and, 
when combined with the fiscal stimulus of a trillion-dollar bud-
get deficit, corporate earnings and stock prices should continue 
to grow, albeit slowly this year.

Market Outlook
Slowing growth pressures, rising but still low inflation, politi-
cal pressure and negative interest rates abroad will likely force 
the Fed to cede to market pressure for further rate cuts. The 
futures market reflects approximately a 74% probability of a 
25-basis point cut in October from the current target range 
of 175-200 basis points and roughly a 35% chance for another 
25-basis point cut in December4. The uncertainty surrounding 
the Fed’s next rate move could have broad consequences across 
stock and bond markets given the record levels of debt carried 

by the US companies. For now, with today’s low interest rates, 
debt service remains easily managed, but eventually rates will 
rise and depending on how quickly and how high, the potential 
for debt service to weigh on US earnings and share buybacks 
cannot be ignored forever. Additional risks include concerns 
that the trade war broadens tariffs to include Europe and/or 
that Brexit could pose a risk for global markets beyond just 
the UK. Notwithstanding these risks, although investors tend 
to focus on monetary stimulus, the US government is currently 
running a trillion plus dollar budget deficit providing a signifi-
cant amount of fiscal stimulus. This combination of monetary 
and fiscal stimulus leads us to believe that despite slowing eco-
nomic growth, equity markets and the economy still have some 
room to run in the near-term.

Portfolio Positioning
Given the current uncertainties, especially regarding the Fed’s 
future actions, now is not the time for investors to try to max-
imize return by doubling down on the best-performing asset 
classes and strategies over the past year or two. Instead, inves-
tors should emphasize protecting capital against a sudden trend 
reversals by broadly diversifying across risk assets and strat-
egies even if they have been relatively poor performers over 
the past decade. Positioning for an uncertain environment is 
different from de-risking; rather, it is broad diversification that 
spreads risk across a variety of risk markets and risk factors. 
Even when markets have been trending strongly, market timing 
is a difficult and frequently disappointing sport. For now, mon-
ey is cheap, but interest rates will eventually rise somewhere 
in the developed world, and when they do those markets and 
strategies that had been laggards will become leaders.

1 Stocks are represented by the S&P 500, bonds are represented by the 
Barclays US Aggregate Index
2 JP Morgan Guide to the Markets, September 30, 2019
3 Ibid.
4 CME Group

This commentary was prepared by Jerry Chafkin (Chief Investment Officer, 
AssetMark, Inc.) and does not necessarily present the views of the present-
ing party, nor their affiliates. This is for informational purposes only, is not 
a solicitation, and should not be considered investment or tax advice. This 
information has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable, but its 
accuracy is not guaranteed, and is subject to change. Investing involves 
risk, including the possible loss of principal.  Past performance does not 
guarantee future results.

Market Briefs:
Navigating The Crosscurrents

Adviser-Focused Culture
 
Did you know that Bridger President Melanie Colusci belongs to the National
Advisers Council (NAC)? The NAC works in close harmony with The Penn Mutual
Life Insurance Company to enhance the support provided to Advisers and their clients.

As co-chair of the Field Development Committee, Melanie focuses on developing practice
development strategies and a support model for Advisers to grow their businesses. By
providing input on how to boost training and onboarding programs for new and
experienced Advisers, the committee will focus on achieving 80% Adviser retention by 2025.
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L i z Carlson is Bridger's   Newest Financial Advisor!
We are thrilled to announce the promotion of Liz Carlson to Financial Advisor! Liz has been with Bridger Financial Group 
since 2016, having titles ranging from Intern to Marketing Director to Senior Client Associate. Her journey to Financial 
Advisor began in December of 2017, when the Bridger partners identified a need for a junior advisor.

“Her attention to detail and ability to see things through from A-to-Z isn’t always what you see in 
the financial services world,” said Bridger President Melanie Colusci. “That really stuck out to me as 
something that made her an exceptional candidate. I could see how much she takes care of people to help 
them realize their end goal.”

Wasting no time, Liz began to study for her PA Life, Health and Accident Insurance license, and passed in 
March of 2018. Shortly after, she was promoted to Senior Client Associate, mentoring while participating 
in client meetings and assisting the senior advisors with the behind-the-scenes planning, development 
and design. After passing her Series 7 and Series 66 FINRA exams in Fall 2018, she became involved in the 
recommendation process.

“By July of this year, I felt totally fine. I realized it, Melanie realized it, and I was in a good position to 
start advising on my own,” said Carlson. “I'm surprised at how quickly it clicked for me and it just feels 
right.”

“She’s not joining the firm as an entry-level financial advisor -- she has learned the importance of running 
a business and making sure that a client’s paperwork is right. This experience will be really helpful in 
years to come.” added Colusci. “She’s one of the most hard-working people I've ever met and cares deeply 
about any role that she fills within the organization."

We can’t wait to see what’s next for her!

Rachel Shields, Administrative Assistant

Favorite part about working for Bridger:
With it being such a small team, it has such a personal feel. 
Everyone is readily available to help and the frequent
meetings keep things flowing.

How do you balance your career at Bridger with family:
This is still a work in progress but being part time sure 
helps! The kids are proud of me for going back to work and 
they seem genuinely interested in what I do.

What's the most interesting job you've ever had?
On Fridays when I’m not a 
Bridger, I am a personal
shopper and delivery person. 
I feel like I am giving back 
because I help a lot of elderly, 
disabled, and new and
working parents. It is nice to 
be out and about and I
definitely don’t mind
shopping!

People would be
surprised if they knew...
I have two tattoos that my 
daughter designed and I like
to listen to loud music!

Team Spotlight
Continued from Page 1.

opportunity to win $200,000 has the highest potential value. But in 
reality, many people second-guess that decision because $50,000 is 
a lot of money.
 
Remember, there is no correct answer to the questions. They simply 
help you better understand the concept of risk.
 
Investment risk can be managed, but it can’t be eliminated entirely. 
All investments carry some level of risk. And in general, the greater 
the risk an investment carries, the higher its potential return.
 
Risk happens, but don’t let it get in the way of your dreams. 
Ultimately, these concerns should only serve to inform you and the 
questions that you ask the financial professional you are working 
with. The conversation should include your questions about the 
risks for each strategy presented as well as questions from your 
professional about the retirement you want and the aspirations you 
hope to realize.

This material was prepared by MarketingPro, Inc., and does not necessarily 
represent the views of the presenting party, nor their affiliates. This 
information has been derived from sources believed to be accurate. Please 
note - investing involves risk, and past performance is no guarantee of future 
results. The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other 
professional services. If assistance is needed, the reader is advised to engage 
the services of a competent professional. This information should not be 
construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be relied on for the 
purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. This is neither a solicitation nor 
recommendation to purchase or sell any investment or insurance product or 
service, and should not be relied upon as such. All indices are unmanaged and 
are not illustrative of any particular investment.
 
Citations.
1 - finance.yahoo.com/news/warren-buffetts-investing-rule-no-154251030.
html [9/5/19]



* Registered Representative of, and Securities and Investment Advisory Sevices offered through Hornor, Townsend & Kent, LLC (HTK), Registered Investment Advi-
sor, Member FINRA/SIPC. 130 Springside Drive Suite 100 Akron, OH 44333. 330-668-9065. Bridger Financial Group is independent of HTK. HTK is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Penn Mutual. HTK does not offer tax or legal advice. CA insurance license number G29689 (M. Colusci); 0G21714 (D. Colusci).  2816172TM_Nov21
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On the Horizon
Nov 28, 29 – Thanksgiving (Office Closed)

Nov 30 – Small Business Saturday
Dec 20 - Bridger deadline to take required minimum

distributions (RMDs)
Dec 24 - Office closes at noon

Dec 25 - Christmas (Office Closed)
Dec 31 - Office closes at noon

Jan 1 - New Years Day (Office Closed)


